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CHAPTER 3 
THEOLOGIES OF THE FAMILY IN 
HOMER AND HESIOD 
BARBARA GRAZIOSI 
Divergent receptions 
I start with some brief observations about the reception of 
Homer and Hesiod. In antiquity, these two poets were rou-
tinely mentioned together as religious experts. Herodotus, 
for example, declared: 'It was Hesiod and Homer who first 
explained to the Greeks the birth of the gods, gave them their 
names, assigned them their honours and spheres of expertise, 
and revealed their appearance.' 1 Not all ancient thinkers 
accepted the religious authority of these two poets, but they 
generally saw them as offering the same picture of the gods. 
Xenophanes, the earliest extant author to mention them by 
name, complained: 'Homer and Hesiod ascribed to the gods 
every action I that causes shame and reproach among human 
beings: I theft, adultery, and cheating each other. '2 Plato fol-
lowed suit, repeatedly criticising both Homer and Hesiod for 
their immoral portrayal of the gods. In the second book of the 
Republic, for example, he mixed quotations from the Theogony 
and the Homeric epics, explaining why they were objection-
able, and mounting 'a wholesale rejection of traditional Greek 
polytheism'. 3 For Plato, as for others before and after him, crit-
icising Greek views about the gods meant engaging with the 
epics of both Homer and Hesiod.4 This point is often overlooked 
in the study of Greek religion: although there were no sacred 
I Hdt. 2.53.2- 3. 
2 Xenoph. fr. 21 B 11 DK. 
3 Roochnik 2009: l65. 
4 For the interaction between the receptions of Hesiod and H omer in antiquity, see 
Koning 2010, who emphasises their role as religious experts. 
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texts, the epics of Homer and Hesiod had authority, and inspired 
sustained theological debate. 
Very much in contrast with this ancient tendency to treat 
Homer and Hesiod together as religious experts, mod-
ern readers have often underlined the differences between 
their representations of the gods - differences of fact (for 
example concerning the genealogy of Aphrodite),5 but also 
of tone and approach: Hesiod seems more abstract, more 
prone to personification; Homer livelier and more entertain-
ing. Nineteenth-century studies of ancient religion articu-
late clearly these perceived differences between Homeric 
and Hesiodic depictions of the gods - and these studies 
are, however subterraneously, still influential today. So, for 
example, approaches to Gaia, the Earth Mother, are shaped 
by Bachofen's Das Mutterrecht: Eine Untersuchung aber die 
Gynaikokratie der A/ten Welt nach ihrer religiosen und recht-
lichen Natur (Base!, 1861).6 As Georgoudi points out, 'many 
scholars, whether or not they refer explicitly to Bachofen, have 
accepted the general, and often vague, notion that a feminine 
divi~ity, a ~str~ss of nature, was the dominant religious fig-
ure m preh1stonc or pre-Hellenic Mediterranean societies'.7 
Even those who reject such views of prehistoric religion are 
~ften prepared to interpret Gaia in terms of individual cogni-
tiOn and development: the mother is apprehended first and 
this - they argue - is the reason why she dominates the early 
stages of the history of the cosmos in Hesiod's Theogony.a 
' On the various versions of the genealogy of Aphrodite in early hexameter epic see 
for example, Olson 2012. ' 
6 For a~ i?terpretation ~f this book as a contribution to the history of religion, see 
Mon11ghaM 1987: 91: It IS the purpose of th1s lecture to try to define the place of 
Bach of en ms1de the movement of studies of the history of religion in the nineteenth 
century. That 1s not the place where he is often found ... but I venture to believe 
that it is the place in which he, Bachofen, would have liked to find himself.' For the 
7 
legacies of Bachofen in anthropology, see Cantarella 1988. 
Georgoudi 1992: 458. She quotes Jane Harrison 1903 and W. K. C. Guthrie 1950 in 
support of her statement, and both have of course been influential in subsequent 
scholarship. 
1 See especially Caldwe11 .1989, quoted below. Strauss Clay 2003 does not offer an 
exphc1tly Freud1an readmg of the Theogony, but makes several points that are com-
patJble With one, starting from her opening premise: 'Unlike the biblical Genesis 
Hes10d's model for the coming into being of the cosmos is not that of purposeful 
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Bach?fen ~ims~lf often blended personal and historical per-
spectives; m ~h1s respect, it seems significant that his study 
of early matnarchy was dedicated to his own mother. More 
generally, Das Mutterrecht explores the connections between 
ancient religion and individual desire: 'Hesiod's world with 
its dominant mother ... how close it is to the pictures of' a lost 
happiness which always centre round the dominance of moth-
erhood', he wrote.9 1t is possible to trace a line between this 
kind of historical/psychological approach and some recent 
interpretations of the Theogony. Thus Caldwell, for exam-
ple, writes: 'The transition from symbiosis to separation ... 
appears in the Hesiodic myth as the emergence of Gaia the 
mother who is the first object of the child's perception' and 
th~ first structuring principle in the child's life.'1o Although 
neit?er Bachofen nor Freud was particularly interested in 
Heswd, and although their work is in turn rarely acknowl-
edged by scholars working on early epic, current approaches 
to the. Theogony can_ easily be connected to nineteenth-century 
theones about prehistory and the subconscious. Links of this 
kind become especially productive, in my view, when they are 
made explicit. 11 
The case of Homer is different. His gods are seldom 
thought to reflect deep religious, historical or psychological 
truths. They are firmly approached as literary creations, 
ex.am~les of 'sublime frivolity' .12 This frames their interpret-
atiOn m terms of poetic licence, and social recreation.'3 Thus 
Slatkin, for example, describes the Iliad and the Odyssey as 
'resolutely secular. Indeed, it may be said that the artistic 
goals and social function of the poems transformed their 
creation by a designing Creator, but follows instead the procreative pattern of a 
human family' (14). See also notes 27 and 28 below. 
' Bachofen 1967: 81. He was particularly interested in the Hesiodic Catalogue of 
Women, wh1ch he mterpreted as histoncal evidence for matrilinear social structures 
10 Caldwelll989: 132. . 
11 Leonard 2013 demonstrates this. 
12 The phrase 'erhabener Unernst' .was coined by Reinhardt 1938: 25; Griffin 1980: 199 
offered the apt translatJon 'subhme frivolity'. 
" Poetic licence! as a category of literary criticism, was conceived precisely as a means 
for deahng with the gods m ancient epic: Graziosi 2013a: 167. 
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inherited elements and shaped their specific representation 
of the gods more than did any particular religious belief or 
practice.' 14 Again, this position can easily be traced back to 
nineteenth-century scholarship. In his Etudes d'histoire reli-
gieuse: Les religions de l'antiquite (Paris, 1857), Ernest Renan, 
for example, contrasts the depiction of the gods in Hesiod's 
Theogony, which he calls 'un premier rudiment de theologie 
nationale', with the salacious stories found in the Homeric 
epics. He insists that, unlike Hesiod, 'Homer is a very bad 
theologian, since his gods are nothing but poetic characters, 
at the same level as human beings ... The most respectable 
myths become saucy stories in his hands, pretty themes for 
recitation, with an entirely human colour.' 15 
This chapter attempts to set up a dialogue between ancient 
and modern receptions, asking why it is that Homer and Hesiod 
were said to share the same views about the gods in antiquity, 
whereas in nineteenth-century scholarship (and today) Hesiod 
features in grand theories about prehistoric religion and the 
unconscious, while Homer's gods are approached as mere lit-
erary creations, and often even designated as 'secular' .16 The 
point is not to dismiss out of hand modern approaches, or 
indeed early responses to the gods in epic, but rather to ask to 
what extent Homer and Hesiod share a coherent understand-
ing of the gods, and what that understanding might involve. 
These questions seem to me broadly theological in orientation, 
especially if we adopt a definition of theology as 'a system-
atic expression of beliefs' and 'a clarification of their rela-
tion to other areas of belief' - for example, a clarification of 
how Homeric and Hesiodic visions of the gods relate to each 
other, but also how they fit with broader social, religious and 
14 Slatkin 2011: 217. 
" Renan 1857: 64-5, translation my own. 
16 As well as Slatkin, quoted above, see, for example, Redfield 1994: 247: 'the 1/iad, 
although " pervaded from end to end by an elaborate polytheism", is in virtue of the 
characteristic ambiguities of its elaboration a founding document of Greek secu-
larism .. . The role of the gods in the story is destabilizing; they act not so much to 
decure an intelligible cosmos as to account for the unintelligible variations within 
it.' I find this argument surprising: ambiguity and unknowability are important 
aspects of many sacred accounts of the divine. 
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philosophical positions. 17 It makes sense to investigate these 
questions by focusing on a specific theme, and that of divine 
conflict in the Theogony and in fliad 21 seems ideally suited. 
This choice is motivated by two considerations. First, the dif-
ferences between Homeric and Hesiodic depictions of the gods 
are particularly obvious in relation to this theme: the Hesiodic 
myth of succession is presented as an issue of cosmic signifi-
cance, whereas the 'Theomachia' of Iliad 21 is introduced as 
a source of amusement for Zeus (and hence surely also for 
Homeric audiences). Second, a focus on Olympian family 
dynamics can be useful not only in order to explore whether 
Homer and Hesiod share similar beliefs about the gods, but 
also in order to relate those beliefs to some broader social, his-
torical and ethical concerns. 
Since the days of Bachofen and Renan, classical scholars 
have developed a much better understanding of the compos-
ition, context and contents of early Greek epic. Largely as 
a result of Milman Parry's work, scholars are now agreed 
that individual hexameter poems belong to a wider epic trad-
ition which shares the same techniques of composition, and 
displays remarkable linguistic coherence. 18 To be sure, some 
studies try to date specific poems relative to one another on 
the basis of linguistic variations, 19 but such variations are 
small-scale compared to the overall impression of resonant 
coherence. In terms of content, individual poems share not 
only particular expressions, or formulae, but a sense of how 
the world developed from its origins to life as it is now. This 
historical vision is, in fact, embedded in the very formulae 
that characterise the early hexameter tradition: Zeus is 'son 
of Kronos' and 'father of gods and men'; the heroes belong 
to a distant past, are 'godlike' and hence much stronger than 
'men such as they are nowadays'. 20 Each poem explicitly and 
17 Hinells 1984: 328. 
11 See Parry 1971, together with the discussion of his legacy offered in Graziosi and 
Haubold 2005. 
19 Janko 1982 is the most influential example of this approach. 
10 The expressions 'son of Kronos', 'father of gods and men' and •godlike' are ubi-
quitous; for heroes stronger than 'men such as they are nowadays' see Horn. 11. 
5.302-4, 12.445- 9 and 20.285-7. 
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carefully indicates its place within this shared understanding 
of the world and its history.21 The Theogony starts at the very 
beginning of everything; the Homeric epics are set in the age 
of the heroes; Hesiod's Works and Days describes the present, 
a terrible age when men have to work in order to secure a liv-
ing from the land. The passing of time, and the succession of 
different ages, affects not only the history of mortals, but also 
that of the gods. As Strauss Clay argued in The Politics of 
Olympus: 'the Homeric poems show us the fully perfected and 
stable Olympian pantheon in its interaction with the heroes; 
the Theogony reveals the genesis of the Olympian order and 
ends with the triumphal accession to power of Zeus. Between 
theogonic poetry and epic there remains a gap, one that 
is filled by the Olympian narratives of the longer hyrnns.'22 
Early audiences would not necessarily have known or cared 
about the relative dates of composition of individual hexam-
eter poems, but they would have recognised that the Theogony 
gave an account of the beginning of the cosmos, that the age 
of the heroes came later and that, from the perspective of 
the present, the heroes themselves were long dead. In order 
to understand the portrayal of the gods in the Theogony and 
Iliad 21, it thus seems useful to adopt an approach which 
takes into account the internal chronology of the poems, ra-
ther than possible dates of composition, and ask whether that 
chronology affects the dynamics of divine conflict. 
The right of the mother 
Gaia, the Earth Mother, plays an important role in Hesiod's 
Theogony. If we take xaos at 116 to mean something like 'gap-
ing void' or 'chasm', then she is the very first form of exist-
ence in the history of the cosmos_23 Quite what she is, however, 
remains unclear. From her very first appearance, Gaia seems 
21 This point is made at greater length in Graziosi and Haubold 2005. 
22 Strauss Clay 1989: 15. 
23 See West 1966 ad /oc. 
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to be both material earth and anthropomorphic goddess (Th. 
1 16--18):24 
~TOI 1-'fv "TfpWTI<rra xao1 ylvET'· avTap 1m1Ta 
rat' eUpVaTepvos, 1r0VT(o.)V l&os 6:acpaA!s atei 
aeavmc.>v ollxoucn KclPT) vup6EVTOS 'OM~nou. 
First came chasm; and then came 
broad-breasted Earth, secure seat for ever of all 
the immortals who occupy the peak of snowy Olympus. 
The epithet EUpUCJTEpvos, 'broad-breasted', presents the god-
deSS as a figure with a recognisably human appearance.2s The 
phrase e5os acrq>aJ..ss, by contrast, suggests something rather in-
animate, a secure place where the Olympian gods may reside. 
Line l I 7 anticipates the trajectory of the whole poem, since in 
the course of Hesiod's narrative Gaia gradually loses her an-
thropomorphic characteristics. 26 In the beginning, she behaves 
very much like an anthropomorphic figure, giving birth to sev-
eral deities, including one 'equal to herself', Ouranos. 
On becoming her sexual partner, Ouranos tries to constrain 
her powers of generation, and thus commits the first act of evil 
in the history of the cosmos (154-60): 
OCTCTOI yap raiT)I T€ Kal Ovpavou l~eylvovTo, 
Se!VOTCTOI na!Sc.>v, CTq>fTEPc,> S' ~x6oVTo TOKijl 
~~ apmr Kal Twv ~!v cm"'1 Tll npc;;Ta ylvo!To, 
1T6:VTas CrrroKPlnnacn<.e Ka\ is cp<l.os oUK &vleaK£ 
raillS Ev KEU8~c1W1, KOKc{> 5' hr£Tip'TTETO lpy~, 
OvpaYOI" " S' EVTOI a-rovax!~ETO r aia m~WpT) 
<rre!Vo~IVT), 8o~!T)v 51 KaKijv lmq>paaaaTo TEXVT)V. 
For all those that were horn of Gaia and Ouranos 
were most fearsome children, and their own father loathed them 
from the beginning. As soon as each of them was born, 
he hid them all away in a cavern of Gaia, and would not 
" All translations of Hesiod are based on West 1988, with slight adaptations. 
" In early hexameter poetry, the epithet is used only of Gaia, and of her only in the 
Theogony, though cf.jla6vCTTipvov nMTos all)<; in Cypria fr. I, quoted below, pp. 47--8. 
" Cf. Strauss Clay 2003: \5: ' Hesiod describes Gaia proleptically as the "seat of gods 
of all the gods who inhabit Olympus", gods who have not yet been born. From the 
beginning, then, Hesiod alludes to the final disposition of the cosmos, a disposition 
that is somehow immanent from the outset.' 
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let them into the light; and be took pleasure in the evil work, 
did Heaven, while the huge Earth was tight-pressed inside, 
and groaned. And then she thought up an evil trick. 
Ouranos' behaviour is explicitly condemned in the poem: not 
only is he said to indulge in 'evil work', but we are told that he 
takes pleasure in itY His violence in turn provokes Gaia to fur-
ther evil. She makes a sickle, instructs her children about her 
intention to have Ouranos castrated, hears that Kronos is will-
ing to help her and rejoices in her heart. Kronos, for his part, 
gives a clear rationale for deciding to help his mother (170-3): 
'MfiTEp, Ey~ K£v ToVT6 y· V"TTO<T)(6J,levos TcAicratj.ll 
epyov, rnei1TaTp01 ye 8ucrwvv~ou OUK CY.eyi<w 
i]~ETipou· 1TpOTEpol yap clEIKEa ~1\t>OTO epya.' 
"Q1 q>cXTo· yl\&r]crev 81 ~iya q>pecrl raia m/..wpT]. 
'Mother, I would undertake this task and accomplish 
it - I am not afraid of our unspeakable father. After all, he 
began it by his ugly behaviour.' So he spoke, 
and massive Earth was greatly delighted in her heart. 
When Ouranos next spreads over Gaia, 'pulling over the night, 
and demanding sex' (176-8), Kronos emerges from the body 
of his mother and castrates his father. 28 As often, the passage is 
both abstract and anthropomorphic: Hesiod evokes the onset 
of evening, as the dark sky spreads over the earth, but also 
describes a scene of terrifying human sex. 
There are obvious parallels in the behaviour of Gaia and 
Ouranos: evil action (KaKI;) ... €pyc.p) is met with an evil trick 
(KaK~v . .. TEXVT1v).29 Ouranos 'takes pleasure' in inflicting pain 
on Gaia, while she is 'delighted' that Kronos supports her cas-
tration plans. And yet there are differences too. Ouranos is the 
27 Strau.ss Cla~ 2003: 17 interprets K.ronos' evil act with a precision which is not, in 
my v1ew, qu1te warrented by the details provided in the text: 'Hesiod relates how 
Uranus refused to allow his offspring to be born, "but kept all of them hidden and 
did not allow them to come up into the light" (I 57) - apparently by blocking the 
b1rth canal through continuous sexual intercourse! In fact, lines J 76--8 suggest that 
Ouranos demands sex at night, rather than inflicting it continuously. 
" Strauss Clay 2003: 17 rightly points out that 'Gaia justifies her actions in moral 
terms based on the doctrine of vengeance', and further points to a problem: 'once 
set m motiOn ... tbe cycle of revenge, fueled by mutual hatred of parent and child 
can only repeat itself'. ' 
" See further Arthur 1982: 65. 
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first perpetrator; Gaia acts in self-defence. Ouranos is entirely 
selfish; Gaia creates a degree of consensus. She is clever, he is 
a brute. Moreover, although Ouranos is said to be 'equal' to 
Gaia (126), he loses out in their confrontation. 
After Kronos castrates his father, he in turn faces the danger 
of succession. Indeed, Gaia and Ouranos prophesy to him that 
he will be defeated by his son Zeus (463- 5).30 As a protective 
measure against the threat of being deposed, Kronos tries to 
take over the process of gestation by eating his own children.31 
Rhea seeks help from her own parents, Gaia and Ouranos, in 
order to save her youngest son, Zeus. In the event, Gaia alone 
comes to her rescue, and ensures that Zeus is saved. We are told 
that Kronos is 'tricked by the cunning schemes of Gaia' (494) 
and 'beaten by the strength of his own son' (496): this is a re-
play of what happened in the previous generation, since in that 
case too Gaia's cunning was accompanied by a son's violent act 
against his father. Once in charge, Zeus frees his siblings and 
liberates the Cyclopes too. They, in turn, grant him the gift of 
the thunderbolt as a sign of their gratitude. It is precisely by 
using that weapon, which we are told was once hidden inside 
Gaia's body (505), that Zeus finally defeats the Earth Mother. 
In order to seal his supremacy, Zeus has to vanquish the Titans, 
and he does so by listening to the advice of Gaia who, we are told, 
'explains everything very clearly' to him and to the other Olympian 
gods (626f.). The final titanic conflict is that between Zeus and 
Typhoeus, who is the youngest and last son of Gaia (821). This 
confrontation ends with the melting down of Gaia herself, as a 
form of collateral damage. The most amazing conflagration hap-
pens, in fact, after Typhoeus is already dead (857-67): 
auTap em\ 81\ ~IV 86~a<rE TrAT]yfi<riV l~cl<r<ra1, 
f\pme YUIW6EII, <rTOVcXXl<E 81 raio TfEAWpT]" 
qlA~ SE Kepauvc .• >6EVTOS CrrrEacrVTo Toio O:vaKTOS 
lTAT)y£vTos, noAAfl St 1TeAWpT) KOiETO r aia 
aUTjJfl Geo-rre<rfn, KCX\ tn;KETO Kacrcrhepo) &s 
30 For discussion of this detail see below, p. 44. 
" Arthur 1982 and Zeitlin 1996:78- 9 offer powerful readings of Hesiod's succession 
myth as a struggle over reproduction. 
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Tlxvn (m' ai<T)&v 1v evTpilTots xoav01cn 
6aAq>6Eis, ,;E a{6T)pos, o mp KpCXTepcl>TaT6S 1<YTtv, 
oupeos !v j:l{)aanat 6a~a<61'£VOS nupl KfiMc,> 
T{)KETOIEV x6ov{ oln uq>' 'Hq>ai<YTOV "TraAa~n<YIV" 
I::Js apa T{jKETO r aia <7EAOI nupos a\6o~lvo10. 
When Zeus had overcome Typhoeus, hitting him with his blows, 
Typhoeus collapsed crippled, and the huge Gaia groaned. 
Flames shot from the thunderstruck lord where he was smitten, 
The huge Gaia burned 
far and wide with unbelievable heat, melting like tin heated 
by the skill of craftsmen in crucibles with bellow-holes, 
or as iron, which is the strongest substance, when it is 
overpowered by burning fire in mountain glens, melts 
in the divine ground by Hephaestus' craft: 
even so was Gaia melting in the glare of the conflagration. 
This passage contains one of the very few similes in Hesiod's 
poetry, and it is used to underline the moment when Zeus melts 
down Gaia. We may weU ask what happens to her after this treat-
ment. For a start, it seems that she never generates horrible mon-
sters like Typhoeus again. More generally, her cunning seems 
curbed. Editors of texts that describe later phases in the history 
of the cosmos, after this meltdown, print yaia far more often than 
raia, although Gaia (the capital goddess) does feature occasionally. 
Even Ouranos, after his castration, acts twice more in the 
Theogony, on both occasions together with Gaia, warning 
patriarchs in danger of being replaced by their sons (463-5 and 
891- 3). How active these interventions are remains, however, 
open to question: perhaps the demise of Ouranos functions, in 
itself, as a piece of advice or prophecy for Kronos and Zeus. 32 
At any rate, when faced with the danger of succession, Zeus 
combines the strategies of his father and his grandfather: he 
prevents birth and eats his children, by swallowing his preg-
nant wife Metis. 33 That strategy finally works. Metis was due 
32 West 1966 ad 463 rightly casts doubt on Ouranos' levels of participation here, not-
ing that he 'does not appear elsewhere in an oracular capacity', whereas 'Gaia is 
said to have been the first occupant of the Delphic oracular seat ... and elsewhere 
too there are traces of oracular connections ... . Uranos probably appears here and 
in 89 1fT. merely as a complement of Gaia.' 
" See further Arthur 1982: 78. 
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head only the girl, Athena. She remains a virgin, so she cannot 
switch her loyalties from her father to a son. As a result, Zeus 
remains ruler and 'father of gods and men' for ever more. 
ln the succession myth as a whole, there is a sense of develop-
ment and change.34 Control over gestation and birth gradually 
shifts from the mother to the father. Violent conflict starts off 
absolute and elemental, but gradually begins to include a de-
gree of mediation, consensus and gift-exchange. Ouranos acts 
on his own behalf; Gaia requires the help of Kronos; Rhea 
then follows parental advice, and achieves her ends though the 
active intervention of Gaia. Zeus, finally, acts on the advice 
of both Gaia and Ouranos, and eventually receives the gift of 
the thunderbolt in exchange for freeing the Cyclopes. It is with 
this gift (and token of consensus) that he melts down Gaia 
herself, and inhibits her powers of generation and cunning. 
Zeus' attack on Gaia is necessary, not least because she played 
a powerful role in the creation of the world, and at every stage 
in the succession myth: she now needs to be brought under 
control. What remains to be seen is what happens to both Gaia 
and family dynamics after the rule of Zeus is established. 
Just as Gaia ceases to give birth to gods and monsters, so 
Zeus himself also stops generating gods, and starts to father 
mortals. The end of Theogony traces the transition from the 
generation of gods to that of mortal men. Hermes is the 
youngest son of Zeus and a goddess (938- 9). Dionysus is 
the son of Zeus and a mortal woman but, our text specifies, 
both Semele and Dionysus are granted immortality (940-2). 
Heracles is the next borderline case: although he is the son 
of Alcmene, he is given an immortal wife and allowed to live 
forever (943-4). After that, the Muses are invited to sing of 
the goddesses who had sex with men and gave birth to godlike 
mortals (965- 8). Next, the Muses are asked about the women 
who slept with gods and gave birth to the heroes: and this is 
where the Catalogue of Women begins. The heroic children of 
these women will die, and therefore the process of gene rational 
" See Arthur 1982 and Strauss Clay 2003: 12- 30. 
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succession will be reconfigured as unavoidable and normal. 
What the male gods refused to accept - generation and gen-
erational change - mortals have to accept as the only human 
form of continuity in the face of death. Viewed from the per-
spective of ordinary mortals, the behaviour of male gods in the 
Theogony is objectionable. Human fathers may like to remain 
in charge forever, but they cannot - nor should they try and re-
sort to the kind of behaviour displayed by Ouranos, Kronos or 
Zeus. The text of the Theogony makes that clear: explicit value 
judgements condemn Ouranos' first act of violence. The con-
demnation is interesting. From a human perspective, hating 
one's own children, preventing them from being born or eat-
ing them is of course objectionable. From a divine perspective, 
however, the wish to remain in power is understandable, and 
may even seem legitimate. The Theogony solves the problem of 
divine succession by bringing the generation of gods to an end, 
and beginning a process of human birth and death: what the 
gods cannot handle, mortals must bear. 
It seems noteworthy that, after the rule of Zeus is estab-
lished, Gaia concerns herself not just with generation, but also 
with human death. In the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, for ex-
ample, she colludes with Zeus, produces a beautiful flower and 
thereby ensnares Persephone, who falls into Hades while try-
ing to pick it.JS Persephone's subsequent visits above ground, 
and returns down into the realm of Hades, mark the seasons, 
and thus establish an agricultural pattern whereby Gaia pro-
vides sustenance for mortals. At the same time, her visits are 
linked to human death and the afterlife, as the hymn itself, and 
the Eleusinian mysteries to which it was linked, make clear.36 
" See further Rudhardt in Foley 1994: 205: Zeus 'must open a gap through which 
Hades might pass in the boundary that separates their two worlds', and Arthur 1977: 
14: 'Gaia [Earth] cooperates in the scheme to assert male dominion: Persephone 
was seduced by the beauty of the narcissus' (the essay is reprinted in Foley 1994). 
,. About Gaia's appearances in the Hymn, Foley 1994: 53 writes as follows: 'whereas 
Gaia earlier grew the narcissus as a trap for Persephone at Zeus's behest (8- 9), 
Demeter now prevents the earth (Gaia) from sending up the seed (306- 7)'. The 
threat of famine is eventually dispelled, and a regular agricultural pattern is estab-
lished. Human beings thus live, eat and die, much in the mauner described by 
Apollo in J/. 21.462- 7, a passage discussed below. On Gaia and argiculture in the 
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Theologies of the family in Homer and Hesiod 
In another important early text, Gaia is associated with the 
death of the heroes: the Trojan and the Theban wars are pre-
sented as a means of lightening her burden, thus ensuring sus-
tainability and cosmic order37 A scholiast commenting on the 
'plan of Zeus' at the beginning of the Iliad takes the expression 
to refer to the whole Trojan War, rather than the more specific 
conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon, and claims that, in 
the Cypria, Zeus planned the war in response to Gaia's suffer-
ing (Cypria fr. I EGF): 
0Mo!6t emola-ropias T\VQs ehrov elp,l<tval TOY ·oll'lpoV. q>aai yap niv ri'jv flapovi-<EV'lV 
Vrr6 &v6pC.:.:mwv 1TOAIJTTAT)6ias, ~T)SE~.nas 6:v6pWm:o)v oU<Ttls eVaej)eias, ahi)crat T6v 
.'.ia KOVq>la9;'jVal TOU axeovs' TOY 6e t.ia 1TpWTOV ~·V ev6us 1TOli;O'al TOY e,pa'iKOV 
n6N~ov, St' oU not.AoUs rrCxvv CrnWAecrev, OCTTepov se nO:Atv Tbv 'IAtaK6v, avt$oVA~ 
T<\>1 M<.O~<,> XP'lO'Ix~evos, ~v .'.16s flov711\v "Oil'lpOI q>'lO'lV, hm61\ ol6s TE Tiv KepovvoTs 
ft Kara!<Aucr.,rots CrnaVTO:S 5ta~6e{P£tv· Omp ToV MW1-1ov KwAUaaVTos, Vnoet:..,.Evou 
6£ aUT<\> yYW~\ 6uo, nlV 61-nOos 6V'1Toya~\av Ka\ 6vyaTpQs KaAi'j\ y/vvav, ~~ WV 
a~q>OTEpc.>V n6Ae~O\ •ru'lO'i TE Kai f3apiJ<lpol\ EyEVETO, acp' OU O'VVEi>'l KOVq>la9;'jVal nlV 
yi)v n oMc;)v 6:vatpe8Evn:,Jv. f) BE \01opia 1Tap0: ~Taoiv~ T~ TO KUrrpta 1TE1TOIT)K6Tl, 
elrr6vTI oiiTwr 
flv Che IJ.Vpia cpVi\a KCITO: xB6va ni\a(6lJ.Ell1 <a\Ei> 
<l:tv6p<.Oncuv !>IJ<lpv<ve f3a6v>a-rtpvov n711xTos ai111. 
Zt:Us 8£ \5Wv WT)aE Kai Ev lT\JKtvais npaTri5eaat 
Kovcp{aat O:v8p00Trc.JV TI01JI3c;nopa aUv6eTo raTav, 
Pnriaaas lTOi\tiJOU ..,.ey6AT)V lptv '1/\laKoio, 
<lq>pa KEV!.OO'ElEV eavlxT<,> IJ<lpos. ol 6' lvi Tpoln 
i\pcues KTEIVOVTO, .'.10\ o' ETEAeiETo flov?\1]. 
Others have said that Homer was referring to a myth. For they say that Gaia, 
being weighed down by the multitude of people, there being no piety among 
humankind, asked Zeus to be relieved of the burden. Zeus first and at once 
brought about the Theban War, by means of which be destroyed very large 
numbers, and afterwards, the Trojan one, with Blame as his adviser, this being 
what Homer calls the plan of Zeus, seeing that he was capable of destroying 
everyone with thunderbolts or floods. Blame prevented this, and proposed two 
ideas to him, the marriage of Thetis to a mortal and the birth of a beautiful 
daughter. From these two events war came about between Greeks and barbar-
ians, resulting in the lightening of Gaia as many were killed. The story is found 
in Stasinus, the author of the Cypria, who says: 'There was a time when the 
Homeric Hymn to Demeter, see further Felson Rubin and Deal 1980, revised and 
reprinted in Foley 1994. 
" For further discussion, see Graziosi and Haubold 2005: eh. 4. 
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countless races of men roaming constantly over the land were weighing down 
the deep-breasted Gaia's expanse. Zeus took pity when he saw it, and in his 
complex mind he resolved to relieve all-nurturing Gaia of mankind's weight by 
fanrung the great conflict of the Trojan War, to void the burden through death. 
So the warriors at Troy kept being killed, and Zeus' plan was fulfilled.' 
There are several points of contact between this passage and 
the myth of succession in the Theogony. In both cases, we 
are confronted with the oppression of Gaia, whose body is 
weighed down either by Ouranos or by the multitude of mor-
tals. Again, in both cases, violence is used to lighten Gaia's 
burden, and make space for new generations. But there are 
also differences: Zeus, far from having to assert his power over 
Gaia, whom he already melted down in the Theogony, can now 
take pity on her and ensure that she remains at peace, by in-
stigating the Theban and the Trojan wars. This kind of logic, 
whereby human beings suffer in order to preserve the peace of 
the gods and the stability of the cosmos, finds many parallels 
in the ancient world. In the Near East, men are said to work 
to ensure the gods' leisure.38 In the Greek world, Hermes is 
taught not to steal from Apollo, and becomes the protector of 
human thieves.39 Similarly, Aphrodite is punished because she 
makes Zeus fall in love at her whim, but can inflict her power 
on mortals without fear of retaliation.4Q In the Cypria, at least 
as summarised by the scholiast, the Theban and the Trojan 
wars are there to ensure that the divine order remains stable. 
Gaia instigated conflict among generations of gods, and is now 
the cause of human wars. 
Sublime frivolity 
Although the Cypria presents the Trojan War as a means of pre-
serving divine stability, the gods are never entirely pacified: as 
befits a polytheistic system, they maintain their own characters 
and perspectives, and thus retain also the potential for conflict. 
38 See, for example, the Baby Ionian poem of the flood , Atrahasis, Tablet I (OB vers.ion); 
and Enwna Efish, Tablet Vl.7- 8. 
39 See, especially, the Homeric Hymn to Hennes. 
.. This point is well articulated in the longer Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite. 
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In the Iliad, they even engage in a 'battle' on the Trojan plain, 
thus in some way paralleling the mortal war that is also raging 
there. Some mighty lines of poetry introduce the 'Theomachia' 
at 21.38>-90: heaven and earth ring out, as the gods line up. The 
term used is xewv rather than yaia ('the ground'' rather than 
'earth' in all its depth and vitality), but there is no mistaking 
the cosmic resonance of the scene.41 Ouranos even 'sounds the 
trumpet', announcing battle- an expression that attracted much 
debate in antiquity.42 Whatever the exact tone of that phrase, these 
'cosmic sound effects' are soon punctured by Zeus' laughter, as 
he settles on Mt Olympus, and prepares to enjoy the spectacle of 
the other gods fighting each other on the plain.43 It seems that, 
right from the outset, we are invited to view this conflict as art 
or at least entertainment- not just for Zeus, but also for us, wh~ 
share the elevated perspective of the poet and the Muses. 44 
!v 8' aMol<71 6eoiu1v EPII "TTE<7E ~E~p16uTa 
apyaAET], 8ixa 8£ uqnv ev\ cppEai 6u~61 CxT]TO" 
aUv 8' Elreaov flEY<lAt¥ nOT&y'!', ~p6xe 8' eUpeia xOWv, 
a~cpl 8! aaAmy~v ~lyas oupav6s. liiE 8! Zevs 
i\~Evos OuM~nc,>" !yiAaa uE 81 ol cpO.ov i'\Top 
yneocnJvn, 0&' 6p&To &eoUs EptSt ~uvt6vTas. 
Then a painful , weighty conflict descended on the other gods, 
and the spirit in their hearts was blown in contrary directions. 
They collided with a great crash, and the broad earth groaned, 
and the great high sky sounded its trumpet; Zeus heard it 
as he sat on Olympus, and laughed with delight in his 
dear heart when he saw the gods clashing in strife'' 
" Compare an earlier passage introducing the battle of the gods, which also has 
cosmic grandeur: I f. 20.5~5. As Griffin 1980: 185 and Schein 1984: 50-I rightly 
note, the passage closely resembles the beginning of the conflict between Zeus and 
Typhoeus in Hes. Th. 847- 52. 
" Plin. Ep. 9.26.6 suggests that readers should consider carefully whether expressions 
like this one are incredibilia . .. et inania or magnifica caelestia. Ancient critics gen-
erally express their propensity for one or the other view: Demetr. Efoc. 83 argues 
that Ouranos' trumpet produces an effect of ~nq>onphma, whereas Ps.-Longinus 9.6 
finds the image striking, novel and powerful. The scholia ad foe. worry that 'sound-
ing the trumpet' is a late phenomenon, and does not belong to the age of the heroes. 
See also Philostr. Her. 5.9- 10, p. 162f., quoted below. 
" 'Cosmic sound effects' is the phrase used by Richardson 1993 ad 21 .387- 8. 
" On the divine perspective of the poet of the Iliad and his audiences, see further 
Graziosi 2013 b . 
" I/. 21.385- 90. Translations of Homer are based on Verity 2011 . 
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Some ancient readers appreciated the 'Theomachia' for its 
dramatic qualities, while criticising Homer's theology, on the 
ground that the gods seemed too human. Thus Philostratus, 
for example, observed:46 
Kat TCx\ ~ixxaso£, o;rooa\ ncxmOWVl ~V ;rpbs 'A-rr6Mw, IIT]Toi OE -rrp6s'Ep~ijv EyfYOVTO, 
Kai Ws (1J6XOYTO ~ 'A&r}v& Tc;> "Apet Kai 6 "Htpato-ros T4) VScrn, TaiJTa T6v 'Opq~Ew; 
Tp6Tiov 1TEcptAoaoq:>f)aSat Ti;> 'O~Jflp~ cpfla\ xa\ oU ~llliTCx eTvat 1rp6s EKTii\fl~tv Kai Seicx, 
W<Til:<p TO -~q>\ 52 (TQAmy~E ~yas oupav6s", Ka\ <wcr> ·avem']OT)(TEV 'AtOwVEV\ TOii 
6p6vou nvac"'O~VT)I Tiis Yiil EK nomtowvos." ~~q>ETa\ OE TOU ·o~l\pou EKEiva· TipWTCl 
~v &n Semis €yKarOJ.li~as 6v6pcimots 1TEpi ~v T&v 6:v9pWTiwv IJEyMa eipTJKf, 1repi SE 
T&v 9ecilv J.itKPCx Ka\ cpaOi\a ... 
[Protesilaus] says that, like Orpheus, Homer represented truly the battles be-
tween Poseidon and Apollo and between Hermes and Leto, as well as how 
Athena fought with Ares and Hephaistos with the river. And these battles 
are divine and not contemptible for their thrill, as the verse goes, "Great 
heaven trumpeted on all sides" [21.388], and also "Aidoneus leapt up from 
his throne, when the earth was shaken by Poseidon" [20.57-67]. But he finds 
fault with Homer for the following things. First, because, after intermin· 
gling gods and mortals, Homer spoke highly about mortals, but contempt· 
ibly and basely about the gods ... 47 
Philostratus praises Homer for achieving EKTIAT]~ts, 'the thrill 
of shock'. This comment fits a well-established tradition of 
ancient criticism. In the Poetics, Aristotle criticises Homeric 
depictions of Lhe gods, which he considers unlikely as well as 
immoral: 'probably what is said [about the gods] is neither 
true nor better than the truth, but rather what Xenophanes 
maintains'.48 Still, he offers a literary argument in defence of 
46 Philoslr. Her. 25.9f. 
47 The translation is based on Berenson MacLean and Bradshaw Aitken 2003. 
"' It may be useful to quote the context of this statement in full. Poetics l460b32- 7: 
npOs SE ToUTOlS Eixv EmT!~O::Ta\ Cm oVK aA.n6fl, Cil\A' icr(,}s- <Ws> Sei, olov Ka\ Loq>oKAfls e~f'l 
aUTOs IJEv oious BEl1To1Eiv, EVpmiS11v SE oTo1 eialv, TaUTn i\vTfov. Et SE 1Jfl8ET£pws-, O·n o\hc:.> 
q>acrlv, oi:ov TO: mp\ 6eC,v· faCo:lS yO:p oVn ~EAT1ov oliTw Myetv oU;' 0Af)6i), C:iXA' el E'Tuxev 
Woirep !evocpcivn· OXA' oVv q>a(]'l. 
Next, supposing the charge is 'That is not true', one can solve the problem by say· 
ing 'But perhaps it ought to be', just as Sophocles said that he portrayed people as 
they ought to be and Euripides as they are. If neither of these will do, then 'Because 
that is what people say', as is the case concerning the gods. Probably what is said is 
neither true nor better than the truth, but rather what Xenophanes maintains - but 
all the same that is what is said about the gods. 
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the gods in epic.49 He insists that their depiction can be justi-
fied if it contributes to the aim of poetry (namely the kathar-
sis of the emotions) and produces a more thrilling effect than 
could be achieved by more credible representations:'0 
aSuvaTa TIETIOiT)TOI, ti~apTT]Tal" elM' 6p6ws EXEl, El TVY)(clVE\ TOU TEAOU\ TOV auTijs (To 
yixp TEAos eipT)Tat), ei o\ITws iKTIAT)KTtKcimpav i\ a6T6 i\ 6Mo -rrolEi j.lipos. 
If something impossible has been portrayed, that is an error. But it is justifiable 
if the poet thus achieves the aim of poetry (what that aim is has been already 
stated) and makes that part or some other part of the poem more thrilling. 
This invitation to judge the Homeric gods according to 'the 
aim of poetry' remains influential. Modern readers seldom 
discuss the 'Theomachia' from a theological perspective, and 
focus rather on its effectiveness as poetry. They argue that the 
deep tragedy of human conflict is thrown into relief by the 
sublime frivolity of the gods, who may well engage in their own 
Trojan battle, but cannot be taken seriously because, after all, 
they do not die. Leaf, for example, ascribes to Zeus a literary 
sensibility, noting that he 'appears to have a just appreciation 
of the whole combat as a parody of serious fighting'. 51 Scholars 
who insist that the Homeric gods should, on the contrary, be 
taken seriously, tend to avoid the 'Theomachia', because it 
would weaken their arguments. Griffin, for example, writes: 
If the poems are to be taken seriously at all, then it would seem that the gods 
who preside over them must be taken seriously, too. And it is clear that the gods 
are not to be taken seriously if they can be treated as an entertaining literary de-
vice, either to avert monotony and vary the atmosphere, or to produce situations 
for the human characters in the poems which are not specifically divine or reli-
gious, but simply represent, in striking form, conflicts of ordinary human life." 
This kind of comment easily leads to an awkward, yet fre-
quent, compromise concerning the gods in Homer. Kearns 
states it most clearly: 
As long as we focus on the main drift of the poem, and what human--<iivine 
relations tell us about the human condition, we have a vision that is at once 
'' See further Feeney 1991: 25- 9 and Graziosi 2013a: 77- 9. 
" Aristotle, Poetics 1460b23-6. 
"Leaf l900-2ad21.390. 
" Griffin 1980: 144f. 
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heroic and (especially in the case of the Iliad) tragic. If we allow the focus to 
shift to the Gods themselves - and the poet of the lliad seems sometimes to 
encourage this, with his frequent scene-setting on Olympus - the result is enter-
taining, intriguing, but ultimately problematic." 
On this reading, it seems that the Homeric gods are to be taken 
seriously when they affect mortals, but can be dismissed as 
light entertainment when their interactions with one another 
are described. This observation is useful but, as it stands, offers 
an insufficient account of the gods in Homer. In what follows, 
I place Kearns' observation in a broader interpretative frame-
work and show that even the 'Theomachia' of Iliad 21 offers serio~s theological insight - particularly when considered in 
relation to patterns discernible across the early hexameter 
tradition. I take as my cue a detail that has so far received little 
critical attention: gender imbalance. 
In Iliad 21, females are keen to fight, whereas male gods 
seem strangely reluctant. To be sure, Ares formally opens 
hostilities, as suits his role as the god of war. But he claims, 
with some reason, that he is only paying Athena back for 
her insults earlier in the narrative (21.396-9), when she had 
him wounded by a mere mortal (5.855-8). It is, at all events, 
Athena who delivers the first blow. She hurls a massive rock, 
and knocks Ares unconscious. Aphrodite then tries to rescue 
Ares (and here there might be a hint at their illicit affair); 
at which point Hera gets involved, encouraging Athena to 
go after Aphrodite too. And so she does, speeding after her 
with glee. Athena quickly rounds on Aphrodite and hits her 
on her breasts, knocking her unconscious too. At this point 
Poseidon suggests to Apollo, with almost comical reluctance, 
that perhaps the two of them ought to fight each other too 
(21.436-40): 
<l>oil3< TiT) 6Tj vw! OltaTa!lEV; ov6e EOIKEV 
a~CxVTWV htpwv· TO ~·V aiOXIOV ai K' cl~OXTtTI 
io!'Ev Ouhu~n6v6E l11os noT\ XaAKoj3=es 6w. 
apxc "" yap y•v•ijqn vewnpos' ov ylxp £~o1ye 
KaA6v, lm\ np6Tepos yev6~TtV Ka\ nheiova ol6a. 
" Kearns 2004: 72f. 
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'Phoebus, why do we two keep our distance? It is not right when . 
the others have begun hostilities, and will be even more shameful If 
we return to Zeus' bronze-floored house on Olympus without a fight. 
You go first; you are younger by birth, and it would not be 
proper for me to start, since I am older and wiser than you.' 
Poseidon continues with a long speech about how he and 
Apollo together worked in the service of the Trojan k!ng 
Laomedon for a year - building the walls of Troy and tendmg 
his cattle - and how the arrogant king then failed to pay them, 
and even threatened them with mutilation and slavery. Surely 
Apollo ought to remember that slight, and stop supporting t.he 
Trojans. It must be said that, as an attempt to provoke VIO-
lence, this speech seems rather weak. It is true that Posetdon 
rebukes Apollo, but he also reminds him of a joint venture, 
and an insult they both suffered. In short, it seems that the 
two gods have cause to resent Laomedon and his people, but 
hardly each other. Apollo replies with customary detachment 
(21.462-7): 
'Evvoafyat' oliK Ctv ~ aaCxppova JAV&li<J<Xto 
l~!lEVOl, e{ Oi) <>O{ ye j3poTWV !veKa TrTOAe~{~w 
SuA&v, oi cpUAAotoTV EotK6TES tiAAoTE 1-1Ev TE 
{acpheytes TeAl8ou<>lv &poupT)s Kapnov 16oVTes, 
0MOTE 5! cp8tvu8oU<71V aK1')ptol. (i}J..I:J. TOXI<>Ta 
nauc.O~e<>8a ~CxXTts' o\ 6' aUTo\ OT)plaa<>8wv. 
'Shaker of the Earth, you would not say I was possessed of a 
a sound mind if I were to fight with you for the sake of mortals -
wretched creatures, who like leaves at one time flourish in a 
blaze of glory, feeding on the fruits of the tilled earth, and 
at another wither spiritlessly away. No, let us leave the battle 
intmediately, and let the mortals fight on by themselves.' 
Poseidon insists on respecting family structures: Apollo should 
hit him first, since he is younger, and need not be expected to 
behave wisely. But Apollo is, of course, wise - and refuses to 
·fight altogether.54 It would make no sense to come to blows 
over mere mortals, who flourish and die like leaves. ss The sea-
sons, agriculture and death characterise the human condition, 
" on the wisdom which Apollo displays in answering Poseid~n, see Ott? !954: 66. 
" On the simile of the leaves, in its different ancient permutations, see S1der 1996. 
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but need not concern the gods. It is Artemis who tries to re-
kindle the battle, by supplying a proper insult (21.472-4): 
<peuyets 51\ iKaepye, nocm5aom 51 viKT)V 
rrec<>av €rriTpE'!'as, ~IA.ov 51 oi ElJXOI f5wKas· 
VT)Tilrrle Ti vu T6~ov Exets O:ve!JW]I.tov aliTws; 
'So: Shooter From Afar, you are running away, banding the victory 
entuely to Poseidon, giving him a chance to boast- for nothing. 
You fool, what is the point of carrying that futile, useless bow?' 
These words are meant to hit where it hurts, since Apollo does 
not as a rule use his bow in battle. Unlike his sister he does 
not even hunt with it. In the Iliad, and in Greek reli~on more 
generally, A~ollo'~ bow and arrows seem somewhat metaphor-
teal: they bnng dtsease to mortals and animals, but are not 
generally used in martial contexts. 56 So here Artemis the wild 
sister, tries to provoke Apollo, but he does not ev~n bother 
answering her. It is Hera who intervenes, showing Artemis 
exactly where her arrows might belong. She grabs a few from 
her quiver and starts slapping Artemis on her cheeks with 
them, meanwhile holding both her wrists with one hand. As 
Artemis twists this way and that to free herself, the remain-
mg arrows ~all from her quiver, and scatter on the ground -
thus provtdmg a humorous commentary on Artemis' epithet 
iox€mpa, 'scatterer of arrows' (21.489- 96). 
. When Hera is done, she lets go of Artemis, who runs away 
hke a dov~ chased by a hawk. Hermes, at this point, consid-
ers hts optiOns. He has just witnessed the way Hera dealt with 
~rtemis, and fears that Leto - Artemis' own mother - might 
mfh.ct a strmlar mdtgmty on him. He has been lined up to fight 
agamst her, but now he thinks better of it, and tells Leto that 
he could never hope to defeat her, thus effectively waving a 
white flagY . L~to agrees to leave Hermes alone, and tidies up 
after Arterms mstead. Just as a mother picks up toys from the 
" See Burkert 1985: 146. 
57 Acc?rdi~g to Richardson 19?3 _ad 21.497- 501, Hermes behaves with 'ironic cour-
tesy : this seems a good descnptiOn, even if Richardson fails to see how it is part of 
a wider pattern: apart from Ares, the gods in general do not stoop to fighting with 
females. 
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floor, so Leto collects her daughter's arrows, and finally restores 
some order to the scene. Meanwhile, Artemis herself reaches 
Olympus, still tearful and shaking, just like any little girl whose 
ears have been boxed by a powerful stepmother.5s Zeus takes 
his daughter onto his lap, laughs gently, and asks her what the 
matter might be. And with this little domestic scene between 
Artemis and her daddy, which so charmed Callimachus the 
battle of the gods comes to an end.s9 ' 
Goddesses are out of control in the 'Theomachia': they hit 
each other on their breasts and cheeks, talk wildly and incite 
violence. The gods, by contrast, are restrained, even reluctant 
to fight. For all the many detailed observations on the battle 
of the gods, scholars have failed to account for this general 
pattern. The reversal of traditional gender roles adds to the 
impression that we are dealing with a domestic farce. Females 
hitting each other provide low entertainment - and highlight 
by contrast the serious fighting that is happening among men 
on earth. As a literary reading, this kind of observation works 
well. It does little, however, to answer the theological questions 
with which I started. In order to explore the possible connec-
tions between Homeric and Hesiodic portrayals of the gods, it 
IS useful to return to the history of the cosmos, as embedded in 
the early epic tradition. At a general level, this history seems to 
be characterised by two complementary traits: personal weak-
ening on the one hand, and social progress on the other.60 
Gods are stronger than heroes, who in turn are stronger 
than 'men such as they are nowadays' . At the same time, social 
norms and structures develop only gradually, as individuals 
weaken and seek consensus. This is already clear in the tran-
sition from the rule of Ouranos to the reign of Zeus. Ouranos 
attempts to retain his power by force alone. In later genera-
tions, the world becomes more complex: more and more gods 
are born, and power needs to be negotiated between them. 
" Demetrios rightly comments that Hera treats Artemis like a little child, and she 
behaves like one: Schol. Ge. ad I/. 21.491. 
~ On the way Callimachus Hymn 3 reworks the depiction of Artemis in I/. 21 see 
further Ambiihl 2005: 245-95. ' 
60 For further discussion, see Graziosi and Haubold 2005: esp. chs 2 and 4. 
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Zeus has supreme authority, but he does not simply rule by 
force: he distributes different honours among the gods and 
rules with the help of his daughter L'iiKl), Justice (Th. 902). 
Thus, for example, he distributes Ttf.lcxi among the gods of 
Olympus, making sure that each enjoys due honour (Th. 
74). Even though divine relationships become more sophis-
ticated and consensual in the course of time, the society of 
the gods remains fairly primitive in comparison with human 
social structures. The overall framework, on Olympus, is the 
family: the concept of leadership in a non-biological sense is 
alien to the gods.61 
Another important difference between divine and human 
society concerns the institution of the city.62 Gods live in 
'Olympian houses', 'OMf.imcx 5C.::.f.ICXTCX, human beings, by 
contrast, live in city states. If we look at the distribution of 
the word 1T6Ats in early Greek epic, an interesting pattern 
emerges: it is absent from the Theogony,63 and makes its first 
appearance in the age of the demigods as described in the 
Catalogue of Women, the Iliad and the Odyssey. The myth of 
the ages, as told in Works and Days 109-201, reveals a similar 
pattern. The emphasis there is, of course, on the degeneration 
of individuals, but a counter-history of institutional pro-
gress can clearly be discerned. There is little evidence of so-
cia1 organisation in the golden age, and golden-age men are 
said to roam the earth as perennial nomads after their death 
(125). Families and houses are first mentioned in the silver 
age (130f.).64 Bronze-age men too are explicitly said to live in 
houses, both before and after their death (lines 150 and 153, 
respectively). Cities make their first appearance in the age of 
the heroes, if we assume that 'Thebes of the seven gates' is 
6 1 Zeus is said to rule as a 'king' over the other gods at Hes. Th. 883-5 and 886, but 
the other gods are not his people or political subjects, they are his family. As Simon 
1998: 58 rightly points out, Zeus is powerful partly because he populates Olympus 
with his own children. On familiar and monarchic models of leadership see below, 
pp. 58--{il. 
" On the history of the '11'61us, as portrayed in early hexameter epic, see Haubold 2005. 
" The gods of the Theogony live in houses, not cities: vv. 40, 43, 63, 64, 75, 114, 285, 
303, 386, 410, 455, 726-35 (the prison of the Titans), 744, 751- 3, 758, 767, 777- 9, 
783, 804, 816,933. 
" Hes. Op. 130-1. 
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envisaged as one. 65 The word 1T6AtS finally appears in Hesiod's 
description of the Iron Age.66 
From an ethical point of view, the gods offer some lessons 
about how to live in a family, but their affairs do not seem to 
have a fully-fledged political dimension. In the domestic sphere, 
however, there is some agreement between different poems: the 
emphasis is on the need for male restraint, in both the Theogony 
and fliad 21. Ouranos, Kronos and Zeus do immense violence 
to their sexual partners and children in order to cling to their 
position of supreme power forever. Mortal men cannot ~o 
that, nor indeed should they try. Explicit value judgements m 
the Theogony warn against preventing the process of birth, hat-
ing one's own children or refusing to be succeeded. These a:e 
evil things, from a human perspective. Only Zeus can remam 
in charge forever: mortal fathers must die; it follows that birth 
and succession are, for them, the only answers to mortalityY 
Iliad 21 illustrates how things might be run within a patriarchal 
family, when one man is (however temporarily) in power, like 
Zeus. Females can at times get out of control, but the important 
thing is to keep calm and act with good-humoured detachment. 
As Apollo points out, it makes no sense to get dragged into a 
mighty fight over small matters. Precisely because Zeus is firmly 
in control, he can enjoy the spectacle of the 'Theomachia' . 
Other sensible male members of his family likewise refuse to 
get embroiled. Real conflict happens on the human plane, and 
at the level of the city, not the patriarchal family. 
Convergent receptions 
In the Politics, Aristotle sets out to examine how human so-
ciety developed 'from the beginning', e~ O:pxfis - an expression 
that echoes Hesiod's own opening at the beginning of the suc-
cession myth. It is remarkable, in fact, how close Aristotle's 
" Hes. Op. 162. 
" Hes. Op. 189. . . . . 
" Tbetis, for all that she is a goddess, understands this. When Achilles gneves bitterly 
for Patroclus, she suggests to him that he should eat, and sleep w1th a woman - 1.e. 
affirm what sustains human life in the face of death (24.128-32). 
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account is to the Theogony, and more generally to the history 
of the cosmos as embedded in early hexameter epic. 68 Aristotle, 
like Hesiod, begins with a mating between male and female, 
'for the purpose of generation' (Pol. 1252a25- 8): 
Ei 6Tj Tlll~ &pXfil Tix rrpay~cna q.u6~va ilAfi.JIEIEV, Wa-rrep iv TOll iiMotl, Kai iv TotiTotl 
K<lMt<rr' &v oCrrw 9ewpt\o-etev. avayKTI 81\ rrp&Tov o-uv8ua~ea9at TOU\ &veu cl».TjAwv 
~1\ 6uvCJilivou1 eivat, oiov 91\hu ~!v Kai &ppev Ti'il yevvl\aewllVEKEV. 
In this subject (of politics] as in others, the best method of investigation is to 
study things in the process of development from the beginning. The first coup-
ling together then to which necessity gives rise is that between those who are 
unable to exist without one another: for instance the union of female and male 
for the purpose of generation. 
This original mating gives rise to the household, and several 
households together create a settlement. The earliest form of 
constitution is the monarchy, because just as each man is a 
ruler in his own household, so one dominant household gov-
erns the households of less assertive relatives in the settlement 
itself, and in more distant colonies. In Aristotle's view, mon-
archy is a rather primitive form of government, in that it is an 
extension of the familial model. He argues that it belongs to 
societies which have not yet fully developed into city states. 
He also points out that the familialfmonarchic model colours 
widespread assumptions about the gods (Pol. 1252b25-6): 
Ka\ TOU\ 8eou1 6! 6tix Toiho lTOVTE\ q>ao-1 fkto-tA£uea9at, cm Ka\ atiTo\ oi ~iv lTt Kal 
vOv o\ 6i TO apxaiov ifkto-wvoVTo, Wa-rrep 8i Kal Tix Ei61l iaUTOil aq>o~OIOUO"IV o\ 
lxv9pwlTol, oihc.u Kai TOVS f.ious Tc:lv 6e&v. 
This explains why all people speak of the gods as ruled by a king, because some 
of them are still so ruled and others used to be. Because human beings imagine 
that the gods are shaped in their own image, so they suppose that their manner 
of life is also like their own. 
All people have essentially the same view of the gods, and that 
view is modelled on a social structure known to all different 
" Scholars have generally failed to see this, despite the fact that the opening chapters 
of the Politics are peppered with references to and even quotations from Homer and 
Hesiod. So, for example, Phillips Simpson 2002 ad 1252b9 notes one quotation from 
Hesiod's Works and Days, but completely fails to acknowledge Aristotle's sustained 
engagement with Hesiod's theology of the family. The same is true of Saunders 
1995, both ad 1252b9-15 and ad 1252bl 5-27 (quotation from the Odyssey). 
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cultures, namely that of the family/monarchy.69 Only some 
human societies have developed further, into fully political 
communities, and the gods have not. Aristotle is clear about 
this: 'the city state is a natural development, and man is by 
nature a political animal; by contrast, someone who is by 
nature, rather than merely by fortune, citiless is either below 
or above human ... Someone incapable of entering into part-
nership, or who is so self-sufficient that he has no need to do 
so, and therefore is not part of a city, must either be a beast or 
a god. '70 The family answers for the basic animal, human and 
divine needs of generation. The 1T6AtS provides for the more 
complex forms of mutual support required by human beings 
alone. 
Ethical judgements in favour of male restraint, in both the 
Theogony and Iliad 21, provide guidance for how to behave in 
the family, rather than the city. Each patriarch can play Zeus 
in his own home- each is king of his own castle; and, within 
that castle, both Hesiod and Homer suggest that he should 
not be violent. Females can provoke: the process of gener-
ation and succession is, in itself, a challenge to patriarchal 
rule, but must be accepted because it is the only human answer 
to death. Moreover, under the rule of one patriarch, female 
squabbles are best treated with a degree of humour and de-
tachment. Proper conflict is played out between men, and at a 
political rather than familial level: for all that Helen instigated 
the Trojan War, it then became something that could not just 
be settled by Priam as a private family matter.71 It follows that 
the gods in epic offer no guidance on the problem of human 
69 Graziosi 20 13a offers a broad-ranging exploration of the gods of Olympus as inter-
national figures of the imagination. 
10 See Arist. Pol. 1253al~ and 27-8: li 6' mh6:pKEta 1<.a\ T~Aos Ka\ ~~Tia-rov.EK To1iTwv 
oVv cpavepOv Cm TWv cpVae1 f} 1t6A1S" iaTI, Kal On 6 &v6pc..>TT05 cpUO"u noAtTU<6v ~c;>ov, Ka\ 6 
lrno'AIS' StO: cpUatv Kai oU Stb: TVXflV T\TOI qKXiiMs Ecntv, i} KPEITTW\1 n 6:v6pc.>nos· ... 6 St ,.11) 
Svv6~vos: KotvwvEiv fl j.tlll>tV 5E6j.l(VOS 6t' a \n<lpKE\0\1 oVetv ~pos lT6~<..>S. Wen n &nplov 
~6£6\. 
11 This is something that puzzled some ancient readers. Herodotus, Hist. 2.120, 
insisted that Helen could not have been in Troy at all, otherwise Priam (as the patri· 
arch in charge) would have surely returned her to Menelaos. Philostratus Her. 25.11, 
endorsed that view. Homer, however, presents the Trojan community as torn be-




war - which is at times configured precisely as a requirement of 
divine peace.72 It is this theological standpoint that adds weight 
to scenes like the encounter between Hector and Andromache 
in Iliad 6 - where Hector is torn apart by a model of male re-
straint in the family and male aggression on the battlefield.73 
There is no Olympian equivalent to his dilemma. 
My insistence that the gods of Homer and Hesiod live within 
the basic structure of the family does not mean, of course, that 
they have no relevance to human politics. Depending on cir-
~~mstance, the gods of epic were used to make important pol-
Itical statements. In classical Athens, the difference between 
political government and the Olympian household was quite 
obvious, and was reflected in the writings of Aristotle. In the 
Hellenistic period, by contrast, Olympian and political order 
were more closely aligned. The actions of rulers could con-
veniently be explained by reference to the gods, as depicted 
in Homer and Hesiod: Theocritus, for example, tactfully sug-
gested that Ptolemy Philadelphus behaved like Zeus (rather 
than an ordinary human pervert), when he married his own 
sister Arsinoe.14 But the point I want to make here is essentially 
the point that Aristotle makes: the social structure of the gods 
is familial. 
Even the divergent receptions with which I started share this 
one insight, that the gods of Homer and Hesiod are best inter-
preted as a family. Hesiod, Bachofen and Freud speak of mon-
strous acts of domestic violence, buried deep in the history 
of the cosmos and/or the human psyche. Homer, by contrast, 
offers more light-hearted scenes of daily life: the uncle who re-
luctantly allows himself to be dragged into a family feud; the 
sister who tries to provoke her brother, the stepmother who 
boxes her ears as a result; the cheeky adolescent bowing to the 
supposedly superior strength of his step-aunt; the mother who 
picks up scattered arrows from the ground; the father consoling 
his sobbing daughter. These scenes are not simply frivolous, 
72 See Cypria fr. 1 EGF, quoted above. 
73 The precise dynamics of Hector's dilemma are analysed in Graziosi and Haubold 
2010. 
" Theoc. /dy//17.126-34. 
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nor do they constitute bad theology. Particularly when set in 
dialogue with Hesiodic representations of the gods, they reveal 
a coherent system of beliefs, which intersects with dominant 
Greek views of history, society and ethics. Hesiod and Homer 
set up the family as a context where peace must obtain, and 
where male restraint is necessary. Such restraint comes rela-
tively easily to the gods, once the reign of Zeus is established. 
It is harder to achieve for mortals, because it must be accom-
panied by an acceptance of death and succession. 
This theological and ethical insight has obvious relevance 
to the poetic projects of Homer and Hesiod, since death 
and succession are, respectively, key themes in the Iliad and 
the Theogony - but it seems to me that it sheds light also on 
ancient society, and that more work could be done to investi-
gate the relationship between the divine and the human family. 
Greek religion has long been declared a religion of the polis, 
and this helps to explain why modern scholars fail to notice 
what Aristotle explicitly states in his Politics, namely that the 
gods live in a family, and have no need for a city. We need to 
ask not only whether there is a theology of the polis, as the edi-
tors of this volume do in their Introduction, but also whether 
there are theologies of the family, what bearing they have on 
specific domestic issues (including violence and intergenera-
tional justice, as discussed in this chapter) and how, given the 
mismatch between divine and human social structures, they 
relate to politics and the polis. 
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